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Descriptive Summary
Title: Three Women Analysts Photo Collection
Dates: 1989-1990
Collection Number: CaSfVAD PC1.1
Creator/Collector: Katherine BradwayElizabeth OstermanJane WheelwrightSusan Bostrom-WongTom Richardson
Extent: 90 color photographs, 1 event program
Online items available http://www.sfjungarchive.org/
Repository: C.G. Jung Institute of San Francisco
San Francisco, California 94109
Abstract: Photo Collection 1.1 contains color photographs of three prominent women analysts, Jane Wheelwright, Katherine 'Kay' Bradway, and Elizabeth Osterman in their homes and gardens between the years of 1989-1990. The photos showcase their homes, art, work spaces, important artifacts and symbols, and family photographs.
Language of Material: English
Access
Access is available by appointment and advance notice is required. Contact the C.G. Jung Institute to set-up an appointment.
Publication Rights
Copyright has been assigned to the C.G. Jung Institute Archives. All requests for permission to publish or quote from materials must be submitted in writing to the Institute Librarian. A copy of the request must also be submitted to the Archives Committee.
Preferred Citation
Three Women Analysts Photo Collection . C.G. Jung Institute of San Francisco
Acquisition Information
Little information is available regarding the custodial history of this collection. For many years, the album was stored with ARAS (Archive for Research in Archetypal Symbolism) material at the Jung Institute. While the Archive has been able to identify the creators of the album, Tom Richardson and Susan Bostrom-Wong, we have been unable to elucidate how or when the album arrived at the Institute.
Biography/Administrative History
See attached finding aid.
Scope and Content of Collection
This collection contains 90 color photographs of three prominent women analysts, Jane Wheelwright, Katherine ‘Kay’ Bradway, and Elizabeth Osterman. The photographs depict the women in their homes and gardens, surrounded by their family and pets, between the years of 1989-1990. The photos showcase their homes, art, work spaces, important artifacts and symbols, and family photographs.
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